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Loquate(6436 N. Oketo Ave, Chicago, IL 60631, United States
jeff@loquate.tv 773-621-0863).

Like solving an equation, knowing what to solve
for is key. The Loquate X factor is freedom to
live your deepest beliefs in harmony with all.
Smart® Habits satisfy innate needs. But you
cannot live Smart® habits until you surrender to
your higher power, or God. So the price is
surrender to God.

Welcome to Loquate!
Loquate's vigor is unity for all -- in, through and by Natural
Law -- not religious teaching. Its Smart® group program
offers Scientific Momentum Activating Righteous
Transformation through Natural Law. Like sailors eating limes
to prevent scurvy, Smart® habits overcome scurvy of the
human spirit which is diminished motivation and well-being.
Interfaith small group members tend toward happiness or joy
and increased sense of community in every group of which
they are a part. Loquate is comprehensive in this sense. It
integrates religious beliefs about community in unity for all
mankind as Biblically or Scripturally possible, nothing more.

The X solution shows the way out of concerns
If I want

https://www.loquate.tv/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/R010Welcome-to-Loquate-ai.pdf

Freedom to live

Turnkey
The world will be enlightened anew. The Loquate Smart®
protocol forming new afterhours, volunteer work groups,
incentivized to participate is the turnkey. The Loquate
protocol materials are free to volunteers. The financial
incentive to participate is from the corporation.

my
your deepest beliefs
I must be

https://www.loquate.tv/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/R086-acTurnkey.pdf

in harmony with all.
The vision of Loquate’s small group program is
community for all. Until the member knows the
vision, the member cannot drive the process.
A place where you have freedom to work/live
your deepest beliefs in harmony with all, is a
best place to live/work.
A few can affect many. You become the yeast.
The bread of community rises. Loquate’s vigor
and vitality is from the Spirit. By seeing the
Spirit in each person, Loquate vanishes as the
Spirit’s vigor grows. Only the Spirit gives
miracles. Nourishment from each individual's
House of Worship is needed more than ever.
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